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Abstract Introduce analytical acceleration formulas that are derived from 
the classic d'Alembert principle of theoretical mechanics for high-speed 
sections and sections of retarder positions; show the possibility of 
determining the instantaneous car speeds in each section of the marshalling 
hump according to the formulas of elementary physics both for high-speed 
sections and for sections of retarder positions; provide formulas for 
determining the time of movement of a car with uniformly accelerated 
and/or uniformly retarded motion of the car on the inclined part of the 
hump, as well as in areas of retarder positions. Research methods: The 
classic d'Alembert principle of theoretical mechanics is widely used in the 
paper. Main results: For the first time, the results of constructing a 
graphical dependence of the estimated height of the marshalling hump over 
the entire length of its profile are presented in the form of a decrease in the 
profile height of each section of the inclined part in proportion to the slope 
of the track. The results of constructing graphical dependences on changes 
in the speed and time of movement of a car along the entire length of the 
inclined part of the marshalling hump are fundamentally different from the 
existing methodology, where, for example, curves of medium (rather than 
instantaneous) speeds of a car are built. The proposed new methodology 
for calculating the kinematic characteristics of the car movement along the 
entire length of the hump allows an analysis of the mode of shunting car at 
the marshalling humps. 

1 Introduction 

Railway vehicles are transport systems designed for safe and smooth movement on 
individual tracks. They differ significantly from automobiles and other transport systems. 
They operate on tracks consisting of straight and curved sections and use propulsion and 
brake system without active steering means, such as wheel steering systems or rudders. At 
the same time, railway vehicles must satisfy conflicting demands: straight-line stability on 
straight-line tracks (running stability) and turning on curved tracks. In addition, they need 
to maintain high ride quality and be immune to vibrations when passing through irregular 
sections of track or switches. In other words, it is very important that railway vehicles have 
good running stability and turning characteristics while ensuring good ride quality [1]. 
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The railway industry is essentially conservative. Only in recent years have modern 
scientific methods of analysis been applied to the problem of rail vehicle dynamics. Its 
complexity is extreme, but the need for increased velocity and greater carrying capacity, 
both of which create new problems in terms of wear and stability, forces railway operators 
and equipment suppliers to solve these problems more systematically and fundamentally [2-
4]. 

[5] studies the vehicle's dynamic behaviour and track over a long and inclined section of 
a high-velocity railway under braking conditions. A model of the dynamic interaction of the 
vehicle and the track was built based on two longitudinal models of that interaction. In the 
model, the vehicle is considered a multi-rigid system with 21 degrees of freedom, 
consisting of an automobile body, two railroad trucks and four wheels; using the finite 
element method, the rail track is modeled as an Euler beam; the method of "circular path" 
to reduce the degree of freedom of the model for modeling a long journey; Two models of 
the longitudinal interaction of a wheel and a rail are considered: the Polach creep theory 
(suitable for modeling high creep as a result of strong braking) [14] and the longitudinal 
theory of hard contact. The dynamic characteristics of substructures during vehicle braking, 
calculated using models based on the Polach creep model and longitudinal contact models, 
show a small difference, but the Polach creep model can fully take into account wheel 
movement, and greater wheel-rail creep during braking and can accurately analyze damage 
to the wheel-rail interface. 

Analysis of dynamic interaction between the wheel and the rail under various conditions 
shows that a large braking torque will cause some or all wheels to slide, damaging the 
wheel-rail contact. This will increase the braking distance and time and extend the sliding 
time of the locked wheels, increasing the risk of damage to the wheel from rail contact. 
Braking torque should be kept below a reasonable value so the braking distance and 
braking time can be as short as possible without causing the wheel to slip along the track. 
According to the calculations performed in this study, a reasonable braking torque under 
dry conditions and wet conditions should be 7 and 4 kN·m, respectively. 

Several works have investigated the dynamics of a braking railway car in retarder 
positions [6, 7]. An important task is regulating velocities in railcar braking areas (BA) and 
retarder positions (RP). High capacity hump yards are equipped with various kinds of car 
retarders, which are the primary means for regulating the velocity of rolling stock [8]. 
Meanwhile, two types of braking are required - interval and sight (targeted). Interval 
braking provides the necessary intervals between cars for their safe passage through 
turnouts and braking devices in the classification bowl. Sight (targeted) braking allows the 
car's velocity to be adjusted depending on the distance that it must go in the hump yard. [9] 
describes a variety of factors (propulsion properties of railcars, their gravity, range, curves 
and straightaways in the study path along the profile of the yard, weather conditions, and 
the human factor) that affect the difficulty of railcar braking in hump yards. It also 
describes the purpose and importance of applying for each braking position (first, second, 
third – RP1, RP2, RP3). 

The transport task of determining the travel time and braking distance of a railcar in a 
brake position area was considered intractable [10, 11]. In articles [12, 13], as well as in the 
existing methodology of structural and engineering humping calculations, this problem was 
solved using the concept of "brake position power." Note that the authors of works [12, 13], 
when performing humping calculations in both high-velocity and braking areas, do not use 
formulas to determine railcar [negative] acceleration. 

The engineering problem of determining the braking time and distance of a railcar in 
retarder position sections is poorly studied. 

The objectives of this study are building mathematical models of railcar movement 
based on classical provisions of theoretical mechanics and developing formulas to 
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determine braking distance; using the modeling outcomes to confirm the correctness and 
applicability of the mathematical models for railcar BA in second and third brake positions. 

2 Materials and Methods 

This study offers four solutions to the engineering problem of determining the 
kinematic characteristics of a railcar based on: 

a) the basic law of dynamics for imperfect connections (D'Alembert's Principle) 
b) the theorem on the motion of the inertia center of a system of point objects 
c) the theorem on change in the kinetic energy of a point object in final form 
d) the theorem on the change in the momentum of a point 
We write the theorem on change in the kinetic energy of a point object on segment AB 

[10], where the car can move, factoring in initial velocity v0 as applies to the problem under 
consideration, in the form: 
 

 2 2
2

G
v v AB FxAg

       (1) 

 
Where vA is the velocity at point A (the beginning of motion), vB is the velocity at point 

B (end of motion), G is gravity, g is gravitational acceleration of 9.8 m/s2. 
 

A A AFx Gx Ff      (2) 

 
Where AGx is a projection of the force of gravity Gx on the x axis with the movement of 

xAB between points A and B). 
 

sinA G x G xxGx AB AB     (3) 
 

AFf is the work of friction force Ff (or generally any resistance forces Fr) with the 
movement of xAB between points A and B [10]. 
 

cosFf f AB f ABA F x k G x       (4) 
 

Where kf = 0.25 is the coefficient of friction of the wheels of a railway car on rail 
threads [24], ψ is the angle of inclination of section AB of the hump profile. 

The increment ΔE of the system's kinetic energy is equal to the sum of the 
corresponding work of active forces AGx and constraint reactions AFf: 
 

Gx FfE A A      (5) 

 
Substituting (3) and (4) into (2), taking into account (1), after simplifications, we can 

obtain a formula for determining the velocity of a car in a BA in a retarder position: 

 2 2 2 sin cosv v g k xi iBi Ai ABif     

 
Where i refers to the numbers of path profile sections (i = 1, ... 9), vAi is the velocity at 

point Аi (the beginning of movement at the i-th section of the profile), vBi is the velocity at 
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point Bi (the end of movement at the i-th section of the profile), ψi is the angle of incline of 
section AiBi of the hump profile; or when xАВi=li  the braking distance on the i-th section of 
the profile is 

 

 2 2 2 sin cosBi Ai i f i iv v g k l       (6) 

 
Hence, when vBi = 0 
 

 20 2 sin cosAi i f i iv g k l        (7) 

 
From formula (7) we obtain braking distance li 
 

 
2

2 cos sin
Ai

i
f i i

vl
g k  




    (8) 

 
If we consider that for small angles (less than 5º) with the profile along the entire length 

of the hump yard path sin i i ii    and cos 1i  , then formulas (6) and (8) will 
look like: 

 2 2 2Bi Ai i f iv v g i k l       (9) 
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     (10) 

 
As we see, the braking distance li is directly proportional to the square of the initial 

velocity vAi and inversely proportional to friction coefficient kf and the slope of path ii. 
The absolute value of car [negative] acceleration (|ai|) with equally slowed-down motion 

in the BA is found using the formula [10]: 
 

3

0

10fi
i

r

F
a

M


     (11) 

 

Where fiF is the resulting force under the influence of which the car's wheel pairs are 

forced to slide along the rolling surfaces of the rail threads and the brake buffers of the car 
retarder in BA in RP sections [10], defined as 

 

fi xi ciF F F       (12) 

Where Fxi is the force that moves the car into the BA in RP sections, taking into account 
the influence of a small magnitude tailwind force, Fсi in general refers to all kinds of 
resistance (resistance to dry sliding friction of the contact surfaces of the wheelset rims and 
the brake buffers of the car retarder, primary (or running) resistance, resistance from air and 
wind, snow and hoarfrost resistance) under the influence of which the car can be braked 
until completely stopped by the car retarder. 0rM  is the resulting mass of the wagon with 
its load and non-rotating parts (i.e. the wagon body and railroad trucks) when the wheelset, 
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cleanly like the dry friction pair "steel on steel." 

If we know the [negative] acceleration value ia  from formula (12) with equally 
slowed-down car movement, then we can determine the velocity until the car stops using 
the velocity formula: 

 
2 2 2fi Ai i iv v a l       (13) 

 
Using the velocity formula 

 
Ai fi

i
i

v v
t

a


       (14) 

 
we can find the braking time ti until the car stops ti<t – where t is the current time in 

seconds 

Ai fi
i

i

v v
t

a


       (15) 

 
Thus, applying the theorem on change in the kinetic energy of a point object in its final 

form in railcar braking areas in RP sections using formulas (8) or (10) made it possible to 
determine the railcar's distance in braking section li. 

To calculate li , the following options are considered: 
a) the direct entry of the first wheelset lАi and/or the wheel pairs of the front truck lst into 

the retarder position section 
b) the entrance of the car to the site based on the car base's length 
which are necessary to establish the initial velocity of the car's entry into the braking 

area vAi = 3.57 m/s. 
The car's braking distance can be determined using the formula 

 

  21 sin cos
2i Ai i i f i il v t g k t       (16) 

 
The car's [negative] acceleration during equally slowed-down movement in the braking 

area ia , unlike formula (12), can be defined as [10]. 
 

 i f fi ia a i w      (17) 

Where af=const is the linear [negative] acceleration of the car during equally slowed-
down movement in braking areas in RP sections [10], defined as: 
 

3

0

10f
r

Ga
M

    (18) 

 
ifi is a dimensionless quantity describing the slope of the hump profile in RP sections 

when taking into account the projected influence of tailwind force Fwx [15-18], which is 
defined as 
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fi fxi wxi i k       (19) 

 
Where kwx is a dimensionless quantity that considers the projected influence of small 

magnitude tailwind force Fwx on the x axis, contributing to the accelerated movement of the 
car in fractions of G. kwx = 0 in the absence of wind. iw is the specific resistance to 
movement in braking areas in RP sections [10]. 

Now (16), following (17), can be written as: 
 

  21
2i Ai i f fi i il v t a i w t       (20) 

 
and taking into account (17) and (20), it can be represented as 

 
21

2i Ai i f i il v t a a t      (21) 

 
Railcar stop time ti is defined as 

 

 cos sin
Ai

i
f i i

vt
g k  




    (22) 

 
After comparing formula (16), obtained according to the theorem on the motion of the 

inertia center of a system of point objects, and formula (8), derived using the theorem on 
change in the kinetic energy of a point object in its final form, with the formula of the 
distance taken from elementary physics (21), they are clearly different in form. 

The relative error in calculating the car braking distance using formulas (21) and (16) 
was 1.52%, and with formulas (21) and (20) it was 9.2%, which is within a reasonable 
window of accuracy for engineering calculations. 

The car braking distance calculated by the formula (21) is li = 13.35 ≈ 13.4 m, and with 
formula (9) li = 12.86 ≈ 12.9 m. The relative calculation error is 3.7%, which confirms the 
correctness of formula (8) outcomes. 

3 Results and Discussion 

To analyze the results, graphic representations of braking distance versus braking time were 
constructed based on formulas (21), (16) and (20) with t varying from 1.0 to 2.0 with a step 
of ∆t = 0.1 s (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. The dependencies of braking distance on braking time: 1 is according to formula (21); 2 is 
according to formula (16); 3 is according to formula (20) 

The figure 1 graphs show an increasing quadratic function until the car stops. The 
maximum values for braking distance li = 3.152, 3.195 and 3.262 m correspond to braking 
times of ti = 1.625, 1.648 and 1.682 s. 

The graphical dependence of braking distance on velocity, constructed using formula 
(8) with a variation of vАi from 0 to 5 m/s with the step ∆vАi = 0.25 m/s, is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Dependence of braking distance on velocity 

Figure 2 shows how at vАi = 0, the braking distance is li = 0. This confirms the argument 
about the importance of a railcar entering the braking area at retarder positions with an 
initial velocity of vA> 0; otherwise, the car stops completely before the car retarder is 
engaged. 

When vA> 0, the kinetic energy E0 of the car with mass M and initial velocity vA will be 
completely expended to overcome the work Ar and drag force Fr which occur when the car 
retarder is engaged. 

In turn, the work of various resistance forces Ar accumulated on the rim of the car's 
wheelsets, on rail threads and on the brake buffers of the car retarder will dissipate into the 
environment in the form of heat. When the car is completely stopped, i.e. vВ = 0, the 
following condition will be met: E0+(–Ar)=0. 
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In [11], it was noted that the existing methodology for humping calculations in hump 
yards [13, 21, 22, 23] is mainly aimed at determining the height of the hump yard from its 
top to the calculated point. Such kinematic parameters of railcar movement as [negative] 
acceleration and movement time in the braking area are not considered. The car's braking 
distance is also not calculated. 

Calculating a railcar's braking distance using formula (8) based on an elementary 
physics velocity formula (10) made it possible to observe that using the same initial 
velocity value gives the same results. 

In summarizing the results of our calculations of railcar braking time and distance using 
formulas (8), (10) and (16), (20), (21) - (23), we can note that using the same initial velocity 
values yielded acceptable results for engineering calculations. This confirms the correctness 
of our mathematical models as applied to a railcar BA in all retarder position sections (RP1 
and RP3). 

Mathematical models for the movement of a railcar (chain) along the entire length of an 
RP section of a hump yard under the influence of a small magnitude tailwind made it 
possible to develop a new methodology for calculating railcar dynamics in this yard 
section, which allows the kinematic parameters of the car (rate and velocity) for a given 
geometric parameter (length) to be determined for the section of the yard under 
consideration. 

Calculations to determine the kinematic parameters of a car according to the new 
methodology made it possible to determine, for a known travel distance along the entire 
length of the RP section ("per pass"), the time required for the uniform acceleration of a car 
in this section of the hump. 

4 Conclusions 

The task of a railway station is to sort railcars from incoming trains and build outgoing 
trains by appropriately grouping specific classifications of cars. The classification process 
involves the physical movement of trains, cars and engines between receiving tracks, hump 
yards and departure tracks. When designing a hump yard profile and the corresponding 
retarder system, the hump should be high enough to provide railcars with enough kinetic 
energy to easily overcome rolling resistance and track resistance and roll an estimated 
distance beyond the touch point. 

When the car reaches the beginning of the track (the touch point), it may need to roll 
back a distance of 30 to 1000 m, depending on the number of cars already standing on the 
track it is switching to. Due to the large difference in distances and the behavior of cars 
during rolling, the velocity of each car should be regulated so that no serious collisions 
occur. At the same time, the cars must have enough energy to connect with other cars that 
are already waiting on classification routes. The results of this study can be used to 
adequately address problems in calculating and designing hump yards. 
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are already waiting on classification routes. The results of this study can be used to 
adequately address problems in calculating and designing hump yards. 
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